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ABSTRACT

While the left hemispheric role in speech
production has been extensively studied the role of
the right hemisphere is less explored. Therefore,
this paper addressed the question to what extend
the right hemisphere is involved in prosodic
production in an intonational language such as
German.

In particular, we explored the speech production
of three patients with right hemisphere damage
and compared these data to that of matched
controls. We used a question-answer test of 48
German sentences with different verb-argument
structures and varying focus positions.

Healthy subjects correctly differentiated between
the syntactic conditions and between the wide and
narrow focused sentences by correlating prosodic
parameters with cues for Intonational Phrasing as
well as for accent distribution and accent types.

In comparison, patients had difficulties in realizing
prominence/accent distribution. Additionally, they
seem to have a decreasing capacity for durational
control as indicated by missing prefinal
lengthening in prosodic domains.

1. INTRODUCTION

The important contribution of prosody to human
everyday communication is well known.
Conveyed through the manipulation of amplitude,
duration, and fundamental frequency prosody of
speech can serve various functions. It enables the
listener to recognize a speaker’s mood and
supports language processing by providing cues
that guide the establishment of syntactic structure
[1]. Since the term dysprosody was introduced by
Monrad-Krohn [2], a great deal of attention has
been focused on the investigation of mechanisms
that underlie prosodic production. In general,
normal speech is compared to that of brain
damaged patients. The idea of a prosody generator
as a distinct component of the speech production

system has led to several hypotheses concerning
the neuroanatomical substrates that mediate
prosodic processing. One of the hypothesis is that
of a right hemisphere superiority for prosody, both
for emotional and for linguistic functions [3].
Support for this assumption has largely come from
clinical reports of monotonous speech subsequent
to right hemisphere brain damage. Bryan [4] found
that right hemisphere patients were significantly
more impaired in linguistic production and
perception tasks compared to patients with left
hemisphere damage and normal controls. Further
evidence comes from Weintraub, Mesulam, and
Kramer [5]. In a question-answer-paradigm they
found prosodic deficits in patients with right
hemisphere lesions. However, they used
independent raters to judge subjects’ utterances in
terms of stress placement. Moreover, contradictory
findings [6, 7] leave the question of prosodic
functions open to discussion. The study reported
here aimed at specifying the right hemisphere
contribution to linguistic related prosodic
correlates that accompany speech production.
Therefore, the utterances of three right hemisphere
brain damaged patients were analysed in a
question-answer-task with regard to duration and
fundamental frequency and compared to that of
healthy controls.

2. METHODS

2.1 Subjects

Three brain damaged patients with right
hemisphere lesions and two controls were matched
for gender, age and education. Patient number one
is a 58 year old woman with 8 years of schooling.
She suffered an anterior and posterior cerebral
stroke in the cerebral arterias with wide spread
lesions in the right hemisphere including the
frontal corpus callosum, parts of the SMA, and the
hippocampus. The second patient is a 51 year old
man with 10 years of education. He suffered a
stenosis in the right arteria carotis interna causing
a stroke of the arteria media that includes most of
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the frontal and central regions. The third patient is
a 39 year old woman with 10 years of education.
She had an embolic event in the arteria media
which left lesions in the anterior and temporal
regions. Testing was carried out 28 months post-
onset for patient one and 25 months post-onset for
patient two and three.

Table 1. Subjects

age education sex
P1 58 8 female
P2 51 10 male
P3 39 10 female
NC1 51 10 male
NC2 38 10 female
Note. P=patient; NC=normal control.

2.2 Stimuli, procedure, and acoustic
analyses

2.2.1 Focus in German

We examined the relation between sentence
prosody and the information structure of a
sentence, e.g., the contextual interpretation of a
sentence in speech production.

According to Selkirk [8], Selkirk [9], and Féry
[10] we assume that a pitch accented constituent is
focus-marked. We adopted the Pitch Accent
Prominence Rule from Selkirk [8] claiming that a
pitch accented syllable has greater stress
prominence than a syllable which is not associated
with a pitch accent [9]. We further made use of a
model for the distribution of focus features which
includes syntactic and semantic information [11].

2.2.2 Material

Sentence material included two different basic
syntactic conditions embedded into three different
context conditions. Condition (A1) is build up
using the so-called subject-verb-object word order
(SVO) under neutral focus conditions, e.g., the
sentence is widely focused.

Wide focus (What happens?):

(A1) [Peter verspricht Anna zu ARbeiten]IPh [und das BüRO
zu putzen]IPh
(Peter promises Anna to work and to clean the office)

Brackets indicate the Intonational phrasing (IPh)
as it was already observed in Steinhauer, Alter and
Friederici [1]. According to the Nuclear Stress
Rule (see Selkirk, [9]), the rightmost constituent,
e.g., the lexically stressed syllable of the

intranisitive verb ’zu arbeiten’ (’to work’) is pitch
accented (capitals indicate the accent constituent).
Note, that in German this rule cannot be applied to
the canonical subject-object-verb word order
(SOV).  We meet this case in Condition (B1)
whereas the same linear word order as in (A1) is
employed, but the verb-argument structure differs.
In (B1), the second NP ’Anna’ is the argument,
e.g., the object of the second transitive verb ’zu
entlasten’ (’to support’). According to Selkirk [9]
and Jacobs [11] we included the syntactic property
of German verbs to take their arguments to the left
by a modified notion of Focus Projection [9]. In
the sense of Jacobs [11], the second noun phrase
’Anna’ is integrated in the second verb ’zu arbeiten’
and is therefore more prominent than the second
verb itself. Integration means that ’Anna’ is the
internal argument, e.g., the object of the second
verb ’zu arbeiten’. The correct pitch accent
distribution directly follows this assumption as it
is shown in (B1) whereas ’Anna’ attracts the
sentence accent under neutral/wide focus.

Wide Focus (What happens?:

(B1) [Peter verspricht]IPh  [ANna zu entlasten]IPh  [und das
BüRO zu putzen]IPh

(Peter promises to support Anna and to clean the office)

In addition, (B1) differs from (A1) in the
distribution and number of IPhs.

The second condition (A2/B2) was derived from
(A1/B1) via introducing a narrow focus.
Following a contextual question ‘Anna’, the
second noun phrase has to be pitch accented and is
thus focus-marked.

Narrow focus on the object noun phrase (To whom does Peter
promise to work?):

(A2) Peter verspricht ANna]IPh zu arbeiten und das BüRO zu
putzen

Narrow focus on the object noun phrase (Who does Peter
promise to support?):

(B2) Peter verspricht ANna]IPh zu entlasten und das BüRO
zu putzen

We only marked the right edges of possible IPhs in
the case of narrow focus. As it was reported in
Féry [10], the initial marking of a focused domain
is optional in German.

In a third condition, the narrow focus was moved
to the first noun phrase, e.g., to the subject of the
sentences (A/B) by the appropriate wh-question.
The answers to these questions indicate pitch
accentuation of the subjects in both (A3) and (B3).

Narrow focus on the subject noun phrase (Who does promise



Anna to work?):

(A3) PEter]IPh verspricht Anna zu arbeiten und das BüRO zu
putzen

Narrow focus on the subject noun phrase (Who does promise
to support Anna?):

(B3) PEter]IPh verspricht Anna zu entlasten und das BüRO
zu putzen

2.2.3 Expectancies on the acoustic realization

First, concerning the accentuation, pitch accents
are associated with the lexically stressed syllables
as it is marked above by capitals. These pitch
accents have to be realized by a rising L+H*-
contour in the fundamental frequency (F0).
Furthermore, in the case of the narrow focus in
(A2/B2) and (A3/B3), we also expected a rising
L+H*-contour on the focused constituents
according to [9, 10].

Second, we assume that the boundaries of IPhs are
both marked by duration, e.g., prefinal lengthening
and pause insertion and tonally by a high boundary
tone.

2.2.4 Methods and experimental design

The corpus consisted of 48 sentences with the
different syntactic and focus conditions as
described above. The sentences were randomized
and presented in a question-answer test.

Patients and normal controls were asked to read a
sentence aloud. The experimenter then presented a
question to which the subjects had to answer with
the sentence previously pronounced. The subjects
were not instructed concerning the expected
accentuation and phrasing patterns.

The answers were taped with a DAT-Recorder and
digitized at a 16 bit/44,1 kHz sampling rate. F0
and the temporal structure of the sentence
constituents across the sentences were statistically
analysed for all conditions. Sentences with word
repetitions and reproductions of parts of the
sentences by all subjects were not included in the
analysis.

3. RESULTS

3.3.1 NORMAL SUBJECTS

One-way ANOVAs per subject were used to test
the hypothesis concerning the prosodic
differentiation between the two syntactic
conditions and the focus conditions. Analyses of
wide focus conditions revealed a significant
lengthening of the first verb (i.e., promise) in
condition (B1) compared to condition (A1) for

both control subjects (p < 0.0001). Additionally,
one subject made longer pauses between the first
two IPhs (p < 0.0001). The extracted F0, too,
points to differences in prosodic realization of
different syntactic structures. For both control
subjects high boundary tones were found at the
first verb in the condition (B1) (p < 0.01).
However, no differences in pitch accent
realization between the two syntactic structures
were found on the noun phrase ‘Anna’.

In the narrow focus condition emphasis stress was
realized through a peak shift from the second to
the first syllable of the stressed word. For subject
two analyses revealed strong effects (p < 0.0001),
while the other subject's effect power was less
strong (p < 0.05) and absent in condition (B2).

Figure 1. Condition B - Wide Focus

Note. Dots represent extracted F0 values over the sentence
time course. While time planning of the patient is quite
similar to that of the normal control, F0 varies more less and
fails the high boundary tone at the verb ‘verspricht’ in the
patient data.

Figure 2. Condition B - Narrow Focus on NP2

Note. Dots represent extracted F0 values over the sentence
time course. Whereas the main pitch accent for the normal
control is on the first syllable of the noun phrase ‘Anna’. This
significant effect is missing for the utterances of the patient.

3.2 PATIENTS

To judge the patients’ use of the three acoustic
parameters one-way ANOVAs were computed.
For durational measures no lengthening of the first
verb in the condition (B1) was found. However,
all patients made a pause between the first and



second IPh (p < 0.05). Additionally, F0 analysis
revealed a high boundary tone for patient one (p <
0.0001) and two (p < 0.05) at the end of the first
IPh as reported in normal subjects.
The F0 related peak shift at the stressed word
observed in normal subjects ocured in patients too,
but to a lesser extent. Patient one showed the
correct stress placement and the expected peak
shift only at the first noun phrase (p < 0.05). She
was unable to emphasize the second noun phrase
and continuously stressed the first noun phrase in
condition (A2). Patient two was unable to stress
the second noun phrase as indicated by the
missing peak shift, but showed the expected
feature when she had to emphasize the first noun
phrase (p < 0.05). Only patient three had
difficulties in emphasizing the first noun phrase,
too. He only showed the expected peak shift in
condition (B3) (p < 0.05) and was unable to signal
stress on the second noun phrase by using F0.

4. DISCUSSION

In summary, the expectancies on acoustic
realization for our sentence material described for
normal subjects met with the exception of pitch
accent realization on the second noun phrase in
condition (B1). Prosodic production in patients
differed from that found for healthy controls as
they failed to use important acoustic cues such as
final lengthening. Despite the lower statistical
power for realized prosodic aspects, they seem to
use local prosodic parameters for example
boundary tones or pauses. The observed
difficulties in emphasizing the second noun phrase
relative to the first noun phrase lends support to
the idea that the patients fail prosodic planning
over the sentence time course while they are able
to realize a prosodic intention within a shorter
domain for example a syllable or a word.
Additionally, the subjects’ speech seemed to be
monotonous in comparison to the speech of
healthy controls, as indicated by the lower F0-
variability.

With respect to previous evidence related to
prosodic processing and brain functioning our
results give further support to the functional role
of the right hemisphere in prosodic processing.
The study is in accordance with other findings that
support the idea of a right hemispheric
contribution at least for linguistic related prosodic
aspects of speech production. However, more
general conclusions about the right hemisphere
superiority for prosody need further investigations.
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